Meet our founders

**Damon Abilock**
Platform Architecture and Development

Damon architected the original NoodleTools platform and now guides the development and future of the product with an eye towards new technologies and EdTech trends.

**Debbie Abilock**
Educational Vision

Debbie’s extensive career in teaching, librarianship and school administration gives her unique insights enabling her to shape the educational vision of NoodleTools.
Our approach is to give students a framework that guides them and that transforms an overwhelming research project into a manageable, interesting and thoughtful exploration.
Agenda

Logging in (SSO vs other options)

Project lifespan:
- Create/configure inbox
- Create/configure project
- Add source citations
- Add notecards/outline
- Provide/receive feedback

Citation forms redesign (beta)

Style editions, APA 7th ed.

Database integrations

Data privacy

Q & A
LIVE DEMO
Citation forms
refresh / rewrite

Complete rewrite of underlying code and libraries.
Focus on...
- mobile accessibility / responsive design
- clean / modern feel
Citation forms refresh / rewrite

Usability and efficiency

- Quick loading, no page reloads
- Top frame doesn’t scroll (Citing/From)
- Suggestions as you type
- Annotation editing from form
- Annotation versioning
Citation forms phased rollout

Since the new citation forms involved a complete rewrite of the underlying code and technology, this is a phased rollout.

1. September 2019: Pre-beta (complete)
2. October 2019: Official beta, any school may request access
3. November/December 2019: Full beta, all schools will have access
4. January 2020: Old forms removed (expected)
MLA 8th Ed.
Ask the MLA site, teaching resources, template examples, interactive practice template, webinars

APA 7th Ed.
Published October 2019, NoodleTools changes August 2020. APA style blog, instructional aids (handouts, sample papers), style, formatting, grammar basics

CMOS 17th Ed.
Q&A, Turabian 9th ed. with help and tools page online

Bluebook 20th Ed.
Bluebook subscription required to view online content/help
Database integrations (citation export)

Current integrations

- Cengage (Gale)
- Credo Reference
- FactCite
- Infobase Films on Demand
- JSTOR
- NewsBank
- Rosen Digital
- Coming soon: EBSCO
Our commitments to schools and students

These days it feels like every technology company is striving to be the next big "data" company. NoodleTools never has been, and never will be.

**STUDENT DATA PRIVACY**
- COPPA, FERPA, GDPR, EU Privacy Shield
- Student Privacy Pledge signatory
- Addenda to support state laws (CT, MA, CA)
- Clear and student-friendly privacy policy

**STUDENTS OWN THEIR WORK**
- No EdTech company should claim ownership of any student’s work.

**NO ADVERTISING. NO TRACKING.**
- What do we want our own children to see and use?
Q & A

Type into the Q&A window

Sample project: http://noodle.to/webinarbib
Webinar archive: https://www.noodletools.com/webinars/
support@noodletools.com